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GR: Well, it's a critical session for us. I am most optimistic about what Western is positioned to receive during this legislative session. Our first priority will be a building on campus right now targeted to cost approximately 18.5 million dollars, primarily designed to serve our technology and communications related disciplines. This building will position us to take the lead role in the Commonwealth Virtual University which is rapidly unfolding and also be a dramatic enhancement to our communications related disciplines, specifically journalism and photojournalism which will be a primary center of excellence that we will identify over the course of the legislative session.

That center of excellence is targeted to receive approximately 1.4 million dollars which we will need to match with internal funds.

GR: A third priority will be deferred maintenance money. Western's campus has a challenge with regard to our deferred maintenance. 85% of our buildings are 25 years old or older and we have a deferred maintenance inventory of some 57 million dollars. We hope to get approximately 2.1 million dollars from the state for deferred maintenance which we will be required to match with internal funds as well.

GR: We have a priority to encourage and support and assist our programs in Glasgow, Elizabethtown and Owensboro to try to create new facilities for Western's presence in those important communities to us. We are very encouraged about the opportunity for new facilities in Glasgow and Elizabethtown in concert with the Tech System and the community college in Elizabethtown. Owensboro is a priority for us although we have some work to do to get Owensboro on the list, but nevertheless those are our three off campus priorities.

GR: We hope to get, to see progress made with regard to state dollars for a merit scholarship program for all higher education. That is an important priority for Western as we seek to improve the quality of our student body.

We also hope to penetrate a pool that appears to be on a track for approval in which the state will create an incentive pool for private support of higher education, matching money for endowments for key faculty positions.

And finally we would hope to get some approval for a list of some smaller capital projects across the campus if the opportunity presents itself.

GR: So we have an ambitious list of needs. I'm encouraged that we have an opportunity to gain funding for most of these. It looms as a very, very important legislative session for Western and I look forward to being in Frankfort as the session opens on January 6th. I'll be present when the governor makes his state of the commonwealth address and I will be there on the 7th for a reception which the Speaker of the House Jody Richards is graciously hosting on my behalf for members of the House and Senate. So we are going to get off on the right foot and I look forward to a productive session.

GR: Well, that's something we began to focus on immediately. The second day on the job I had the opportunity to host a dinner for our local legislative delegation, Representative [Jody] Richards, Representative [Roger] Thomas, Senator [Nick] Kafoglis and others. I'm very pleased with how our communication has gone. The manner in which they are very serious about supporting this area of the state, supporting Bowling Green, supporting Western and helping us achieve our objectives for growth in terms of the quality of our academic programs and enhancing the Western experience.

GR: Tell about the great rapport you've built with our area legislators.

GR: Well I couldn't be more pleased. From the very beginning that was an important priority for me. My second day on the job I was pleased to host our local legislative delegation and had a very constructive evening with Representative Richards the Speaker of the House, Senator [Nick] Kafoglis and Representative [Roger] Thomas all from Bowling Green and Smiths Grove. And also had the pleasure to be with Senator Rod Wilkie and Representative Richie Sanders and Representative Steve Nunn that evening. And since that time I have had the opportunity to spend time with each of those individuals to discuss Western's priorities. I'm most impressed with their passion and their commitment to our part of the state, to the Bowling Green area and certainly to Western Kentucky University. They are partners with Western and are dedicated to helping improve the quality of our educational experience.
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